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From Pastor Michael’s desk…

Proposed Actions on 2017-18 Priorities
FMC | Fall 2017
Background
On July 16, FMC Council facilitated a roundtable discussion in the World Café format, open to all in the congregation.
Approximately 30 participants rotated through table groups of 5-6 people, addressing at each table one of the three
priorities by responding to the question, “What do you imagine FMC could do to act out this priority?” Participants
had 20 minutes at each of 3 tables, so every participant commented on all 3 priorities.
This document is not a summary of these discussions, nor is it unbiased. It represents my (Michael Crosby’s) filtered
impressions of the Café as facilitator, participant, reviewer of each table’s notes, and pastor. An earlier draft was
reviewed, edited, and blessed by Council as a working guide for our ongoing collective work.
Narrative
The World Café format is best at generating fresh ideas and then lifting out the ideas that collect momentum around
tables. Conversations ranged widely, but much of the energy flowed around several core themes. There was
repeated concern about being a safer place for those with minority viewpoints within the congregation, especially
theological and political. Many shared an interest in personal storytelling. There emerged an expressed need for
building capacity to be the kind of Jesus-following community God is calling us to be: we need opportunities for
training, for learning about one another, and for developing better understanding of the diverse beauty and diverse
needs in the wider community. If the group spoke with one voice, we might have said: “We can see the vague outline
of this joyfully diverse, actively anti-discriminatory, humble city-on-a-hill vision of a church, and we see elements of it
in our midst, but we would like to see this grow more substantially.”
Discussion also flowed around several uniquely inherited qualities of Anabaptist-Mennonites: wanting to live out and
share a commitment to peace and reconciliation, and more specifically, to better put into practice the centuries-old
learnings of a community following Jesus’ nonviolent teachings. These include nonviolent action for justice, conflict
reconciliation, and active peacemaking.

Goals and Proposed Actions (summary chart at end of article)

Priority 1: Celebrate the gifts of diversity and difference within FMC.
Grow our capacity to extend Jesus’ radical welcome.
Celebrating diversity and difference as a gift demands attentiveness to diversity in all its forms. The two halves of
this priority are mutually beneficial; tending to the diversity within the church will grow us for engagement with even
greater diversity beyond it. The divisiveness across U.S. culture makes this an urgent task, building a community that
is safe space, open and supportive for all. At FMC, this means ensuring that those with minority viewpoints are not
ignored or treated with condescension. It may also mean reframing expectations for exceptionalism in worship and
other church experiences (it’s OK to “loosen up,” as one participant said).
In order to grow our capacity for diversity, we will also need to listen to those who are
unlikely to find FMC on a Sunday morning. That sort of learning requires leaving the walls of the church, not
necessarily with the goal of bringing folks back to it, but instead, of celebrating God’s gift of diversity wherever it can
be found by supporting others in the community.
Proposals for Action:
1. Build practices for dialogue within FMC for learning across political and theological
differences. Many FMCers have expertise to offer (is this you? Let’s talk!).
2. Organize a church presence at marches and protests, including the CU Pride festival.
3. Invite children to serve as worship leaders and give 1-minute sermonettes.
4. Host diversity training by Brethren Mennonite Council on LGBT Interests.
5. Invite speakers on racism and diversity. Suggestions include Drew Hart (theologian
and author, Trouble I’ve Seen) and Assata Zerai (author and UI sociologist studying
diversity and inclusion in churches).

Priority 2: Make visible our commitment to service, outreach, peace, and justice
in the neighborhood and community.
Visibility is a hard thing for humble Mennonites. In our case, it flows from a desire to be ‘out there’ with our
convictions about God’s hope for justice and peace in the world, and our trusting in Jesus’ way of seeking it. “No one
after lighting a lamp puts it under a basket…” (Matt 5:15). Discussion of this priority confirmed that FMC’s light shines
bright for peacemaking, and we are hungry to learn and share the reconciliation skills and nonviolent activist
practices that have grown within the Mennonite tradition. We can be humble and bold all at once.
Conversation around this priority frequently turned to FMC’s physical property, with the encouragement to “take
some financial risk” in allowing “who and what we are” to be expressed. This includes signage, use of the apartment
building and adjacent lot, and big dreams about adorning the block with prayer labyrinths, peace sculptures, a coffee
shop, small prairie restoration plot, center for community peace & justice, International Guest House, and so on.
None of these ideas will be realized in the next year (few in the next 5), but charting a path now could give one or
more wings in the years to come.
Several of these ideas span all three of the Priorities and begin to answer the 2017-18 Questions. A center for peace
& justice, for example, which hosts anti-discrimination training, diversity training, local dialogue courses, and
workshops and retreats on nonviolent action – all offered for FMCers and to the CU community – is compelling in
light of the Café conversations.

Proposals for Action
1. Write up and implement a plan for renewed outdoor signage (Service & Outreach).
2. Await the report of the now-forming task force exploring apartment building use.
3. Explore how building practices for internal dialogue across differences (see Priority 1 above) might open doors for
wider community engagement.

Priority 3: Envision ways to counter discriminatory rhetoric and prepare to act quickly
in response to issues of discrimination that may arise during the year.
Responding to discrimination requires preparation, since acting quickly is not something churches are known for.
The priority reflects a concern not to miss an opportunity to speak out against injustice. We want to speak up on
behalf of God’s love at a time that seems especially to require it, both individually and with the weight of the entire
FMC community.
Like diversity, countering discrimination begins with our own community – creating safer space within the
congregation at the same time we seek to make a difference outside it. This perspective is rooted in traditional
Anabaptist ecclesiology while also pushing its boundaries for a 21 st century Mennonite Church that is learning to
engage the world in new and creative ways.
For many of us at FMC, circumstances where discriminatory rhetoric surface are avoidable. But it may be that God is
calling us to stand in spaces with a higher likelihood of destructive speech. For instance, the Café conversations
challenged us to enhance our presence in divided spaces around CU. To do this individually is one thing; to do it
collectively requires a deliberate empowering of individuals or groups within the congregation. Several posed the
idea of developing a shared narrative – choosing a hymn or biblical theme that reflects our core values and can shape
the local conversation around a key social issue.
Proposals for Action
1. Invite Christian Peacemaker Teams or other bystander training. (Also a new
curriculum to be published soon by Peace & Justice Support Network of MCUSA).
2. (Further) Develop and maintain a reading and resource list on anti-racism/nondiscrimination for the FMC web page.
3. Join community activism through participation in protests, marches, and festivities
(see Priority 1).
4. Launch a small group focused on practicing a spirituality of peacemaking.

Calling All People
What compels you as you read this synthesis of our collective listening? Every week the
worship bulletin lists the congregation’s ministers as “Every member of the congregation.” Each of us, then, might
listen for God’s leading, watching for what catches our attention and inspires our hearts. If you sense the Spirit’s
nudge (or sometimes it can be a shove), test it with others in the church: invite a friend for coffee and share your
passion, speak it out loud to a small group or Bible study or committee, or announce your Spirit-led inspiration during
work of the church and invite others to join you in seeing where God wants to go and Christ may lead. Join me in
praying for God’s guidance and taking steps in faith.
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Outdoor Worship Service - by Clark Breeze
September 3rd was a beautiful sunny late summer day with
temperatures in the high 70’s. On a Sunday when the Season of
Creation: Forest was the worship theme, it was fitting that the
worship service was moved outside to the fenced-in “green
space” two doors to the west.
Worship leader, George Ordal offered a warm welcome to the
assembled participants seated on lawn chairs, folding chairs,
blankets and a few tree stumps. Scott Bidner read the scripture,
and Cindy Breeze lead us in several songs about nature and
trees while accompanied by Andrea Welty-Peachey on guitar.
Abby Crosby welcomed the little ones to join her on a blanket
for the children’s story. Pastor Michael ‘s sermon was Living the tree life, and he did not disappoint by offering a
multitude of tree references and new insights. As we sat in the cool shade, the trees were an ever-present reminder
of the theme of the morning. Worship concluded about 10:45.
An abbreviated outdoor “fellowship hour” quickly morphed into a typical FMC potluck, but this time on the grass.
Tables were brought out from the church basement to hold food and drink, and no one seemed to mind skipping
Sunday school for one more week and having Sunday dinner early.
No synopsis of this special event would be complete without thanking the many individuals that helped to make it
possible. Rhonda Gibson sent out several special announcements reminding us of the change in format, what to
bring, and how to volunteer. Phil and Rex Martens toted and set-up the portable P. A. system that greatly enhanced
the outdoor worship experience. Marcia Nelson, Hospitality and Fellowship Chair (with the able assistance of Randy)
did her usual consummate job of planning and coordinating the logistics of the day and the needed volunteers. She
found - in her words – “escorts,” “Marthas”, “sustainers,” “saints,” and a host of others to help with carrying food,
drink, tables and chairs, set-up, clean-up, and tear-down. Of course we cannot forget the many great cooks at
FMC that prepared so many delicious dishes.
All in all, this special service was a lot of work but a pleasant departure from the typical Sunday at FMC. The weather
cooperated and everyone pitched in to help. I am sorry if you missed it!

Fun Facts…
Beards: Mennonite men do not wear beards unless they wish to do so, while Amish require adult men to
wear beards after they get married.

Undocumented mother takes sanctuary at
Columbus Mennonite
- by Hannah Heinzekehr, The Mennonite

On Aug. 24, Edith Espinal, an undocumented long-time resident of
Columbus, Ohio, and mother of three children, made the decision to take
sanctuary at a local congregation. And on Sept. 4, Espninal entered her new,
indefinite home-away-from-home at Columbus Mennonite Church, where
Photo: Edith Espinal with her son at
Columbus (Ohio) Mennonite Church.
church members gathered to greet her with handmade signs and singing the
words, “Caminamos in la luz de Dios” (“We are marching in the light of God”).
This action made Espinal the first individual to be publicly granted sanctuary in Columbus and Ohio. Espinal remained
at the church for only two days before being granted her additional time to apply for a stay of deportation, due in
part to widespread public coverage of her move to claim sanctuary.
Espinal wears a GPS tracker on her ankle at all times, given to her by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).
According to Dan Clark of Faith and Public Life, in an interview with WOSU of Columbus, Espinal came to the United
States on “advanced parole,” a status that allowed her to be in the country legally while applying for asylum.
However, after years of efforts, Espinal was not granted asylum, and her legal status in the United States changed.
She had been ordered to report to ICE on Sept. 5 for deportation. Instead, on Sept. 5, Espinal, members of Columbus
Mennonite Church and Clark, along with other ecumenical and nonprofit leaders, hosted a press conference
announcing Espinal’s decision and the congregation’s support for her.
Espinal spoke at the event, saying, “I don’t want to leave this country. I’ve been here in Columbus more than 10 years
and I’m fighting to keep my family united.” Following the press conference, ICE requested that Espinal report to their
offices the following day to check in. Although at first expressing reservations, Espinal’s attorneys advised her to take
the appointment. Columbus Mennonite pastor Joel Miller was able to accompany Espinal, her son, Brandow, and her
social worker to the ICE offices. ICE officials informed Espinal that she had been granted two weeks to apply for a stay
of deportation. While waiting for the result of her application, which could take up to two months, Espinal will not be
a target for deportation and can remain at home.
Miller says the congregation is aware that the need for sanctuary may return, for Espinal and for others. “We have
more time to consider how these last two weeks inform how we move ahead, to continue to prepare ourselves and
our space,” wrote Miller in a Sept. 7 email to the congregation. “Edith, and many others like her, are subject to the
whims of a cruel system. Even though we are not currently hosting her in our building, this is by no means the end of
the story. Let’s proceed prayerfully and powerfully.”

The process of becoming a Sanctuary congregation

Barbra Gant, a member of Columbus Mennonite’s leadership team, says the request from Espinal moved the
congregation into quick action but that the seeds for this work have been taking root for a long time. Gant said the
congregation has been active in distributing signs across Columbus that bear the words “No matter where you’re
from, we’re glad you’re our neighbor” in Arabic, English and Spanish and that this was a chance to show that the
congregation takes those words seriously. “A couple of passages from the Gospels keep coming to my mind,” she said
in a Sept. 7 interview. “Especially the two greatest commandments, that you love the Lord your God and also love
your neighbor. If we want to be there for vulnerable neighbors, this was one chance, and we have a unique
opportunity because we own a church building.”

But the speed of the actual process of getting ready to offer sanctuary surprised everyone. On Aug. 26, the
congregation’s leadership team met to process Espinal’s request for sanctuary. They also checked with other
organizations that use the building, including a Jewish congregation and a day school program, which were both
onboard. The following day, they presented the proposal to the congregation, and on Wednesday, Aug. 30, after
receiving broad input and support from the congregation, the leadership team voted unanimously to offer their
building as a sanctuary space for Espinal.
Members of the church sprang into action, renovating a crib room to serve as an apartment, installing a shower in a
nearby bathroom, working with Espinal to set up a schedule of individuals to accompany her at the church overnight
and coordinating food and other services with other local, nonprofit organizations and churches.
“Our congregation values having good, thoughtful process and lengthy conversation,” said Miller in a Sept. 6
interview. “What we found superseded that process time was protecting vulnerable people. I was really surprised
and encouraged by the amount of support the congregation offered on this short term of notice.” Miller and Gant
both say the congregation has learned a lot: about the injustice present in the U.S. immigration system, about the
challenges undocumented individuals face and about what sanctuary looks like and means.
“One thing I’ve learned is that there is an energy to do something in our congregation,” said Miller. “I think we are
troubled by what we see and hear, and we talk about that, but when there was an opportunity to do something
concrete alongside a person who was fearing deportation, there was a tremendous amount of energy and time and
resources and money coming forward.”

A favorite of Bev Hertle and her family.
Try with fresh garden vegetables!
From “More Family Favorites” by Miriam B. Loo
Ingredients:
½ lb. lean ground beef
2 TB chopped onion
½ tsp. Salt
¼ cup water (optional)
1 C torn fresh spinach
Chopped red and green peppers
½ C shredded cheddar cheese
1 C tortilla chips, coarsely crushed

1 15 oz. can kidney beans, undrained
1 TB chili powder
½ tsp. garlic powder
2 C torn crisp lettuce
2 tomatoes cut into small pieces
1 small avocado, chopped
¼ C sliced pitted black olives

Dressing:
¼ C Mayonnaise
2 TB chili sauce
½ tsp. Tabasco pepper sauce
Combine mayonnaise, chili sauce and Tabasco; serve dressing on the side.
Directions:
Brown ground beef; add kidney beans, onion, chili powder, salt and garlic powder. Heat to boiling; reduce heat,
and simmer 10 minutes. Add water if mixture is dry. Cool 5 minutes. Combine lettuce, spinach, chopped
green and/or red peppers, tomatoes, avocado, Cheddar cheese and olives. Toss with meat mixture; top with
tortilla chips.

FMC has a new website! It has a new look, but the same address:
www.fmc-cu.org. Explore the site (see pictures below) and give us
feedback. Thanks to Beth Otto, Matt Yoder, and Bharat Patel for your
help with this project.

